
RELAXATION MASSAGE

A luxurious massage that gently eases tension and  relieves 
sore muscles, providing ultimate relaxation.

60 minutes/$228
90 minutes/$300

DEEP TISSUE

Therapeutic work focusing on areas with chronic pain or  
persistent muscle tension leaving you both relaxed and  
rejuvenated.

60 minutes/$228

90 minutes/$300

HOT STONE MASSAGE

Heat deeply penetrates connective tissue to quiet the  mind 
and calm the senses.

90 minutes/$330

IN-ROOM MASSAGE
Don’t feel like coming to the spa today? Relaxation,  Deep 

Tissue and Prenatal available in suite.

60 minutes/$288
90 minutes/$384

THERAPEUTIC ENHANCEMENTS

Add any of these treatments to a custom massage for  
more specific and individualized therapy.

Foot and Hand Treatments: Includes rejuvenating  
exfoliation with a nourishing and hydrating moisturizer  to 
soften tired hands and feet.

20 minutes/$40

Scalp Treatment: Replenishes the base of the hair shaft  
with a deeply relaxing application of warm oil.

20 minutes/$40

Add your favorite Essential Oil to any treatment. 

BOOKING & CANCELLATION POLICY

Hours of Operation: 9am-7pm

307.200.4220
concierge@calderahouse.com

Reservations required 12 hours in advance  
Cancellation policy: 24 hours

Retail can be purchased with assistance from the  
concierge.

All pricing includes a 20% gratuity.

CALDERA HOUSE WELLNESS SPA

SIGNATURE CALDERA HOUSE FACIAL 

Exclusively designed by Circ Cell Skincare, 
this facial combines cutting edge skincare with 
advanced tissue manipulation techniques to rejuvenate 
and brighten. Fine clays, enzymes and pure oils are 
used to hydrate, nourish and refine the skin texture.

60 minutes/$228
90 minutes/$276

CALDERA APRES SKI LIFT & AND RENEW FACIAL

If the Jackson Hole elements are affecting you, this 
facial is all you need! This skin-
transforming facial combines the cutting-edge 
technology of the Chirally Correct Latic Acid Peel, 
followed by a pure native Collagen mask for a sculpted, 
hydrated and glowing skin finish.
90 minutes/$335

DRY SAUNA AND WHIRLPOOL

Enhance your relaxation experience with a soak in our 
infinity whirlpool or dry sauna.
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